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Deep Manifold-to-Manifold Transforming Network
Tong Zhang, Wenming Zheng*, Member, IEEE, Zhen Cui*, Chaolong Li
Abstract—Symmetric positive definite (SPD) matrices (e.g.,
covariances, graph Laplacians, etc.) are widely used to model
the relationship of spatial or temporal domain. Nevertheless, SPD
matrices are theoretically embedded on Riemannian manifolds.
In this paper, we propose an end-to-end deep manifold-to-
manifold transforming network (DMT-Net) which can make
SPD matrices flow from one Riemannian manifold to another
more discriminative one. To learn discriminative SPD features
characterizing both spatial and temporal dependencies, we specif-
ically develop three novel layers on manifolds: (i) the local
SPD convolutional layer, (ii) the non-linear SPD activation layer,
and (iii) the Riemannian-preserved recursive layer. The SPD
property is preserved through all layers without any requirement
of singular value decomposition (SVD), which is often used in the
existing methods with expensive computation cost. Furthermore,
a diagonalizing SPD layer is designed to efficiently calculate the
final metric for the classification task. To evaluate our proposed
method, we conduct extensive experiments on the task of action
recognition, where input signals are popularly modeled as SPD
matrices. The experimental results demonstrate that our DMT-
Net is much more competitive over state-of-the-art.
Index Terms—Riemannian manifold, SPD matrix, Deep learn-
ing, Action Recognition, Emotion Recognition.
I. INTRODUCTION
High-order statistics feature learning is one of the most
active areas in pattern recognition. Especially, in the past
few decades, covariance matrix was proposed as a generic
descriptor. As the robustness to rotation, scale change and
outlier, region covariance descriptors have achieved promising
performance in object detection [32], texture classification [15]
and tracking [28]. When dealing with skeleton-based human
action recognition, a large amount of variants are evolved
from the covariance theory. For example, to represent human
skeleton graph in action recognition, a kernelized version
named kernel-matrix-based (KMB) descriptor [35] is proposed
to depict the relationship between skeletal joints. In [18],
Hussein et al. computes the statistical covariance of 3D
Joints (Cov3DJ) as spatio-temporal SPD features to encode
the relationship between joint movement meanwhile takes
the temporal variation of action sequences into account. The
driving forces to this trend are the powerful representation
ability and the behind fundamental mathematical theory of
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Riemannian manifold spanned by symmetric positive definite
(SPD) matrices, of which covariance is a special case.
For SPD descriptors, two crucial issues should be well
solved. The first one is how to learn more discriminative
features from SPD matrix space. Several approaches, such
as manifold-to-manifold transformation [14] and locally lin-
ear embedding [12], attempt to seek for the optimal SPD
embedding matrices on Riemannian manifold. Inspired by
deep learning, more recently, Huang et al. [16] proposed a
Riemannian network to extract high-level features from SPD
matrices by designing the bilinear mapping (BiMap) layer and
eigenvalue rectification (ReEig) layer. The second one is how
to define the metric of SPD matrices. As SPD matrices lie
on Riemannian manifold rather than Euclidean space, directly
applying the algorithm designed in Euclidean geometry to
SPD matrices may lead poor performances. To address this
problem, some approximate metrics are proposed under the
framework of manifold. Especially, Log-Euclidean metric [33],
[31], [10] flattens Riemannian manifold to tangent space so
that numerous conventional methods designed in Euclidean
space can be used. However, this process inevitably need to
calculate matrix logarithm, which has high computation cost
due to the requirement of SVD.
Furthermore, the modeling ability of temporal dynamics
need to be enhanced to reduce the obscure of a single matrix
descriptor (e.g., covariance) for a sequence. Recently recursive
learning [7] and convolutional neural network (CNN) [22]
have obtained the breakthrough successes, but they only work
in Euclidean space, and generalizing them to manifolds should
have a constructive value to the SPD descriptor. To this end,
several crucial issues need to be solved:
1) How to perform local convolutional filtering on SPD
matrices with manifold preservation?
2) How to perform recursive learning along Riemannian
manifolds so as to model temporal dynamics?
3) How to avoid expensively-computational SVD during
the computation of metrics in order to reduce computa-
tion cost?
In this paper, we propose a novel deep manifold-to-manifold
transforming network (DMT-Net) to address all above issues.
To implement local convolutional filtering on SPD matrices,
we specifically design an SPD layer by constraining those
filters to be SPD. Under this constraint, we theoretically prove
manifold preservation after convolutional filtering. To enhance
the flexibility, we also design a non-linear activation layer
with the guarantee of manifold preservation, which only need
perform element-wise operation and thus does not require
SVD. To model sequence dynamics, we specifically design
an manifold-preserved recursive layer to encode sequentially
SPD matrices of segmented subclips. In metric computation,
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we design a diagonalizing layer to convert each SPD map
into a positive diagonal matrix, which makes log-Euclidean
matric be efficiently calculated and avoids high-computational
SVD. All these are integrated together and jointly trained
for recognition. To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed
method, we conduct experiments on various datasets of action
recognition. The experimental results show that our method
outperforms those state-of-the-arts.
In summary, our main contributions are four folds:
1) we propose a true local SPD convolutional layer with a
theoretical guarantee of Riemannian manifold preserva-
tion, while the literature [16] only employed a bilinear
operation (referred to the BiMap layer).
2) we design a non-linear activation layer to avoid SVD,
with a theoretical proof of manifold preservation, while
the literature [16] still need SVD (referred to the ReEig
layer) because its framework is based on the standard
logarithm operation of matrix.
3) we design a manifold-preserved recurisive layer to en-
code temporal dependencies of SPD matrices.
4) we develop an elegant diagonalizing trick to bypass the
high computation of SVD when applying log-Euclidean
mapping, while the literature [16] employed the standard
log-Euclidean metric need SVD.
II. RELATED WORK
The most related work includes two aspects: SPD matrix
descriptors and skeleton based action recognition. Below we
briefly review them.
SPD matrices [18], [18], [35], [20] have been widely used
as features in different patten recognition tasks. For instance,
as a special case of SPD matrix, covariance matrices are
used to encode important relationship among regions in object
detection [32], object tracking [28], face recognition [26]
and so on. As SPD matrices lie on Riemannian manifolds,
most algorithms attempted to extract discriminative features
by operating SPD descriptors on manifolds, such as Laplacian
Eigenmaps (LE) [5], Locally Linear Embedding (LLE) [12]
and manifold-to-manifold transformation [14]. To measure
distances between two points of manifold, various Riemannian
metrics have been proposed such as affine-invariant met-
ric [27], Log-Euclidean metric [3], et al. Further, kernelized
metric versions are also developed in [37], [19], which map
data to an RKHS with a family of positive definite kernels.
As an important research field of computer vision, skeleton
based action recognition has drawn wide attention. In recent
years, various algorithms have been proposed in previous
literatures [1], [6], [8], [9], [11], [13], [24], [29], [30], [34].
Some of them focus on modeling temporal action dynamics of
3D joint locations. For instance, Xia et al. [38] learned high
level visual words from skeleton data and employed hidden
Markov models (HMMs) to character temporal evolutions
of those visual words. In [4], [9], to better model temporal
dependencies, recurrent neural networks (RNNs) are employed
to capture the temporal variations of trajectories. On the
other hand, some other literatures focus on describing the
similarities between joints by constructing high-order statistics
features lying on manifolds, e.g. covariance matrix and its
evolved versions. Based on these high-order features, featuring
learning methods are performed to learn more discriminative
descriptors while respecting the underlying manifold structure.
In [35], an SPD descriptor named kernel-matrix-based (KMB)
representation is proposed as an evolution of covariance matrix
to describe motion, then support vector machine (SVM) with
a log-Euclidean kernel is employed for classification. In [14],
Mehrtash et al. perform manifold-to-manifold learning to
obtain a lower-dimensional while more discriminative SPD
feature from the original SPD descriptor named covariance
of 3D joints (Cov3DJ) [18]. Motivated by the progress of
deep learning, especially, a deep neural network architecture
of SPD matrices is proposed in the literature [16] recently. As
illustrated in the introduction, ours is great different from this
work.
III. THE PROPOSED NETWORK
In this section, the whole architecture of DMT-Net is firstly
overviewed. Then, several specific-designed layers including
SPD convolution, SPD non-linear activation, diagonalizing and
SPD recursive layer are introduced in the sequent subsections
in detail.
A. Overview
Fig. 1 illustrates the whole architecture of our DMT-Net,
which takes raw SPD matrices/descriptors as the inputs and
layerwisely extracts discriminative features from one manifold
to another manifold. In DMT-Net, we specifically develop
several layers to make features still evolved on manifolds,
which completely avoid SVD operations for SPD matrices.
Local SPD convolutional layer performs locally convolu-
tional filtering on SPD descriptors extracted from a subclip
like the standard CNN. But differently, to preserve SPD
of the transformation, we need constrain the convolutional
kernels into an SPD space rather than a general Euclidean
space. Further, the non-linear activation function is specifically
designed to satisfy manifold preservation, which is different
from the literature [16] using SVD on SPD matrices. The
detailed introduction is described in Section III-B.
After consecutively stacking SPD convolutional layers like
those conventional CNNs, we can abstract discriminative SPD
features from each subclip, which models the spatial informa-
tion on manifold. Then for each action sequence, the learned
SPD features of each subclip are fed into the designed SPD
recursive layer for modeling temporal dependencies. Different
from conventional RNN in Euclidean space, this recursive
layer makes each state still flow on Riemannian manifolds.
The detailed introduction is given in Section III-C.
To simplify the metric computation of the SPD features, we
design the diagonalizing layer, which is able to compute log-
Euclidean metric efficiently without high-computational SVD
operations. With the proposed diagonalizing layer, calculating
matrix logarithm is converted to calculate logarithm of scalar
elements, and thus we do not require any SVD of matrices.
More details can be found in Section III-D.
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Fig. 1: The architecture of DMT network for action recognition. The raw spatio-temporal SPD features describing the skeleton-
based actions are fed into the network. The SPD convolutional layers (Section III-B) includes local SPD convolutional filtering
and non-linear SPD activation charactering spatial dependencies. The SPD recursive layer captures temporal dependencies of
sequential SPD descriptors with manifold preservation. The diagonalizing layer (Section III-D) converts SPD matrices to the
specific diagonalized SPD matrices so as to implement an efficient metric computation in the next layer. With the theoretical
guarantee, the matrix descriptors flow from one Riemannian manifold to another Riemannian manifold for the sake of searching
more discriminative manifold spaces.
Finally the feature maps are flattened into vectors and
passed through a fully connected layer followed by a softmax
layer, please see Section III-E. All above these are integrated
into a fully end-to-end neural network for training as well as
testing.
B. Local SPD convolutional layer
To describe more clear, we first give the definition of multi-
channel SPD matrix.
Definition 1. Given a multi-channel matrix X ∈ RC×D×D,
where C is the channel number and D is the spatial dimension.
If each sliced channel X(i) ∈ RD×D(i = 1, · · · , C) is SPD,
then we call the multi-channel matrix X be SPD.
As the input of network, we may construct multi-channel
SPD maps by using covariance or its variants. Then we expect
to do local convolution filtering like the standard CNN. To
preserve the property of manifold, local convolutional kernels
are designed to satisfy the condition of SPD. A theoretical
guarantee is given below:
Theorem 1. Given a multi-channel SPD matrix X ∈
RC×D×D. Let W ∈ RC′×C×K×K be convolutional kernels,
where C ′ is the kernel number and k is the kernel size. Then
the convolutional operation is defined as
F
(m)
i,j =
C∑
c=0
K−1∑
p=0
K−1∑
q=0
W (m,c)p,q X
(c)
i+p,j+q,m = 1, · · · , C ′, (1)
where F ∈ RC′×(D−K+1)×(D−K+1) is the filtering output. If
each convolutional kernel W(m) ∈ RC×K×K is multi-channel
SPD, then the output map F is also multi-channel SPD.
Proof. Please see Appendix B.
To construct an SPD convolutional kernel, we employ the
multiplication of one matrix Vm,c ∈ RD×D, formally,
Wm,c = (Vm,c)T (Vm,c) + I, (2)
where  → 0+ and I is an identity matrix. Obviously, the
constructed W is SPD. Hence, during network learning, we
only need to learn the parameter V, and perform Eqn. (2) to
implement the SPD convolution.
For the non-linear activate function, we may employ the
element-wise operation on some specific functions, which are
proven to be SPD transformations below.
Theorem 2. Given an SPD matrix, the transformation of
element-wise activation with exp(·), sinh(·) or cosh(·) is still
SPD.
Proof. Please see Appendix C.
According to Theorem 2, we can implement non-linear
transformations without the high-computational SVD, which
is often used in the previous methods including the recent
work [16]. The convolutional filtering and the non-linear acti-
vation form the basic local SPD convolutional layer. The SPD
convolutional layer is rather flexible in efficient computation,
which can be directly implemented by the conventional matrix
operation like the standard convolutional layer.
C. SPD Recursive layer
Inspired by the philosophy of the classic gated recurrent
unit (GRU) [7], we design the manifold-preserved recursive
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layer as follows:
Rt = σg(W
T
frFtWfr +W
T
hrHt−1Whr + br +  ∗ I), (3)
Zt = σg(W
T
fzFtWfz +W
T
hzHt−1Whz + bz +  ∗ I), (4)
H˜t = sinh(W
T
fhFtWfh +Ht−1 Rt + bh +  ∗ I), (5)
Ht = Zt Ht−1 + H˜t, (6)
s.t. br ≥ 0, bz ≥ 0, bh ≥ 0,  > 0,
where
σg(X) =
exp(X)
max(exp(X))
.
In SPD recursive layer, the projection matrices denoted as
Wfr,Whr,Whz,Wfr and Wfh are trainable parameters
for generating desirable hidden states through bilinear pro-
jection. The nonlinear activation function denoted as σg(·)
is designed to generate two gates, denoted as Rt,Zt, with
manifold preservation. Rt,Zt have values ranging in [0, 1] and
decide whether to memorize the previous output states through
Hadamard product. Another nonlinear activation function,
sinh, is employed to endow flexibility to current hidden state.
br, bz an bh are trainable biases of positive values and Ht
denotes the current output state. Thus, SPD recursive layer is
able to well model the temporal dependencies on manifold by
properly memorizing or forgetting the hidden states.
Moreover, we provide a theoretical guarantee for manifold
preservation of the SPD recursive layer:
Theorem 3. Given sequential SPD feature maps denoted as
F1, · · · ,FT where T is the temporal length, the defined model
above Eqn. 3∼ 6 is manifold-preserved.
Proof. Please see Appendix D.
D. Diagonalizing layer
The conventional log-Euclidean metric computation [3]
need transform SPD matrices on manifold into points of
general Euclidean space so that the conventional metrics can
be utilized. Formally, given an SPD map Z ∈ RD×D, the
transformation is defined:
log(Z) = UT log(Σ)U, s.t., Z = UTΣU, (7)
where U, Σ are eigenvectors and eigenvalues of Z, and
log(Σ) is the diagonal matrix of the eigenvalue logarithms.
The key issue is how to bypass high-computational SVD
during metric computation. To the end, we develop an elegant
trick to map a Riemannian manifold denoted as M1 in size
of D × D into a diagonal Riemannian manifold M2 in size
of D2×D2. Concretely, two main operations are sequentially
performed, which include non-linear positive activation δ and
matrix diagonalizing. Formally,
D = D(Z) = diag(flatten(δ(Z))), (8)
where D is the output of diagonalizing layer. The standard
non-linear activation δ on the input SPD matrix Z is used
to produce positive activated values. Here the elementwise
exp(·) function may be employed. After the non-linear trans-
formation, we flatten the response matrix into a vector and
diagonalize it into a diagonal matrix, where the diagonal ele-
ments take this vector. Until now, we have done the conversion
from a general SPD matrix on M1 to a specific SPD one,
which still lies on a Riemannian manifold denoted as M2
due to its SPD property. But for the diagonal SPD matrix,
the matrix logarithm only need perform the general element-
wise log operation on each diagonal element. Obviously,
there are two advantages in the above distance computation:
i) completely bypass SVD; ii) efficiently compute without
the true diagonalization in the implementation due to the
only requirement of calculating on non-zero elements. That
means, the diagonalizing operation does not increase the use
of memory size while reducing the computation cost.
E. The cross-entropy loss
After the diagonalizing layer, the discriminative feature
maps of dynamic sequence are obtained. To remove those un-
informative zeros values, we vectorize these diagonal feature
maps with only non-zero elements and then pass them through
a full connection layer and a softmax layer. Finally, we use
cross entropy loss defined as follows to represent the objective
loss function, which can be written as
E = −
N∑
j=1
C∑
c=1
τ(yj , c)× logP (c|Xj), (9)
τ(x, y) =
{
1, if x = y;
0, otherwise.
,
where Xj represents the j-th training sample of the training
set, P (c|Xj) denotes the probability for the input Xj being
predicted as the c-th class, E denotes the cross entropy loss,
yi is the label of the ith training sample.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
We evaluate our DMT-Net by conducting experiments on
three action recognition datasets, i.e., the Florence 3D Actions
dataset [29], HDM05 database [23] and the Large Scale
Combined (LSC) dataset [40], respectively. We firstly in-
troduce the three datasets. Then, we show the implemental
details including the preprocessing process, the SPD feature
extrction, and the parameter settings. Finally, we compare the
experimental results with the state-of-the-art methods.
A. Datasets
The Florence 3D Actions dataset contains 9 activities: ‘wave
(WV)’, ‘drink from a bottle (DB)’, ‘answer phone (AP)’, ‘clap
(CL)’, ‘tight lace (TL)’, ‘sit down (SD)’, ‘stand up (SU)’, ‘read
watch (RW)’ and ‘bow(BO)’. These actions are performed by
10 subjects for 2 or 3 times yielding 215 activity samples in
total and represented by 15 joints without depth data. Similar
actions such as ‘drink from a bottle’ and ‘answer phone’ are
easy to be confused.
The HDM05 dataset contains 2,273 sequences of 130 mo-
tion classes executed by five actors named ‘bd’, ‘bk’, ‘dg’,
‘mm’ and ‘tr’, and each class has 10 to 50 realizations. The
skeleton data contains 31 joints which are much more than
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those in Florence datasets. The intra-class variations and high
number of classes make this dataset more challenging.
The LSC dataset is created by combing nine existing public
datasets with both red, green and blue (RGB) video and
depth information. In total, it contains 4953 video sequences
of 94 action classes performed by 107 subjects. As these
video sequences come from different individual datasets, the
variations with respect to subjects, performing manners and
backgrounds are very large. Moreover, the number of samples
for each action is different. All these factors, i.e. the large
size, the large variations and the data imbalance for each class,
make LSC dataset more challenging for recognition.
B. Implemental details
In this section, we will specify the implemental procedures
of the proposed method in details, which consist of the
following parts:
1) Preprocessing:: Before we extract SPD descriptors from
skeleton data, we conduct preprocessing to the skeleton data
to reduce the variations, such as body orientation variation,
body scale variation and so on. This process is done by the
following three steps:
1) We downsample action sequences to a unified length by
splitting them into a fixed number of subsequences and then
randomly choose one frame from each subsequence.
2) We randomly scale the skeletons with different factors
ranging in [0.95, 1.05] to improve the adaptive scaling capac-
ity.
3) We randomly rotate the skeletons along x, y and z axis
with angles ranging in [-45, 45] during training stage, which
make the model be robust to orientation variation. Fig. 2 shows
this process with two actions of Florence dataset.
2) SPD feature extraction:: The process of extracting
spatio-temporal SPD features from skeleton data is rather
simple. Let xt ∈ RNj×3 represent the joint locations of the t-th
frame where Nj is the number of joints, then the SPD feature
of the t-th denoted as Xt, (t = 1, · · · , T ) can be calculated as
follows:
Xt = (xt − x¯)(xt − x¯)′ , (10)
where ′ means the transpose operator and s¯ can be calculated
as follows
x¯ =
T∑
t=1
xt. (11)
3) Parameter setting:: In preprocessing process, the se-
quences are split into 12 subsequences for all datasets. For
recognition, we employ the same architecture of DMT-Net
when evaluating all the datasets, where the DMT-Net contains
two SPD convolutional layers, one SPD recursive layer, one
diagonalizing layer, one fully connected layer and one softmax
layer. For SPD convolutional layers, we double the number of
SPD convolutional kernels in the second convolutional layer
comparing to the first layer. For SPD recursive layer, the sizes
of matrices in each channel of the hidden states are all set to
be 9 × 9. The numbers of nodes in the fully connected layer
are set to be 800.
Fig. 2: Detail of rotation around z axis. The first row contains
rotated samples of action ’wave’ and the second row contains
rotated samples of action ’clap’.
Method Accuracy (%)
Multi-part Bag-of-Poses [29] 82.00
Lie group [34] 90.08
Shape Analysis on Manifold [8] 87.04
Elastic Function Coding [2] 89.67
Graph Based Representation [36] 91.63
Multi-instance Multitask Learning [39] 95.35
Tensor Representation [21] 95.47
DMT-Net 98.14
TABLE I: The comparisons on Florence dataset.
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Fig. 3: The experimental results of confusion matrix on
Florence dataset.
C. Experiments on Florence dataset
For Florence dataset, we strictly follow the protocol of
leave-one-subject-out validation as [36], where skeleton data
of nine subjects is used for training and the resting part is
for testing. The sizes of the SPD filters in the two SPD
convolutional layer are set to be 4×1×6×6 and 8×4×3×3
respectively. The result of the proposed DMT-Net dataset on
Florence dataset is shown in Table I and compared with
various existed algorithms, such as [34], [2], [36]. Among
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Method
Protocol #1
Accuracy (%)
Protocol #2
Accuracy(%)
RSR-ML
[14]
40.00 -
Cov-RP [32] 58.90 -
Ker-RP-RBF [35] 66.20 -
Lie group [34] - 70.26 ± 2.89
LieNet [17] - 75.78 ± 2.26
SPDNet [16] - 61.45 ± 1.12
DMT-Net 76.25 83.24 ± 1.52
TABLE II: The comparisons on HDM05 dataset.
these compared literatures, the algorithm proposed in [21]
achieves the highest accuracy of 95.47%, while the accuracy
of our proposed DMT-Net is 98.14% which is almost 3 percent
higher.
Fig. 3 shows the confusion matrices of the different recog-
nition results of actions. Our proposed model performs well
on seven actions with 100% recognition rates. Main confusion
appears between two pairs of actions which are ‘wave’ versus
‘drink from a bottle’ and ‘drink from a bottle’ versus ‘answer
phone’. Intuitively, this confusion is reasonable as the two
pairs of actions are really similar.
D. Experiments on HDM05 dataset
To achieve a comprehensive comparison to the state-of-
the-art methods on HDM05 dataset, we conduct experiments
by following two different protocols employed in previous
literatures. For the first protocol employed in [35], actions
performed by two subjects named ‘bd’ and ‘mm’ are used
for training and the remaining samples are for testing; for the
second protocol employed in [16], 10 random evaluations are
conducted and for each evaluation a half of the samples of
each class are randomly selected for training and the rests
for testing. The sizes of the SPD convolutional kernels in the
two SPD convolutional layer are set to be 8× 1× 6× 6 and
16× 8× 3× 3 respectively.
The comparisons on HDM05 dataset are shown in Table
II. For both protocols, our DMT-Net achieves the best perfor-
mance comparing to the-state-of-the-art methods. Specifically,
for the second protocol, DMT-Net is compared with a Rie-
mannian network proposed in [16] which is another kind of
deep network on Riemannian manifold. The proposed DMT-
Net outperforms the Riemannian network with the recognition
rate of 83.24%, which is almost 12 percent higher.
E. Experiments on Large Scale Combined dataset
We conduct experiments by LSC dataset by following two
different protocols employed in [40]. For the first protocol
named Random Cross Sample (RCSam) using data of 88
action classes, half of the samples of each class are randomly
selected as training data while the rests are used as testing
data. For the second protocol named Random Cross subject
(RCSub) using data of 88 action classes, half of the subjects
are randomly selected as training data and the rest subjects are
Protocol Method Precision (%) Recall (%)
RCSam
HON4D [25] 84.6 84.1
Dynamic
skeleton [40]
85.9 85.6
DMT-Net 87.0 85.1
RCSub
HON4D [25] 63.1 59.3
Dynamic
skeleton [40]
74.5 73.7
DMT-Net 81.0 78.5
TABLE III: The comparisons on LSC dataset following RC-
Sam and RCSub protocols.
Method Accuracy (%)
two 1d-CNN layers + one GRU layer (Euclidean space) 70.27
DMT-Net without SPD recursive layer 71.74
DMT-Net without SPD convolutional layer 67.22
DMT-Net 76.25
TABLE IV: The architecture evaluation with HDM05 dataset
using protocol #1.
used as test data. In both protocols, only skeleton data are used
for recognition. Due the imbalance of samples in each class,
the values of precision and recall are employed for evaluating
the performance instead of accuracy. The sizes of the SPD
convolutional kernels in the two SPD convolutional layer are
set to be 8× 1× 6× 6 and 16× 8× 3× 3.
The comparisons on LSC dataset are shown in Table III. For
both protocols, our DMT-Net achieves the best precisions com-
paring to the-state-of-the-art methods. Specifically, for RCSub
protocol, DMT-Net achieves relatively better performance: the
values of precision and recall are almost 7 and 5 percent
high than [40], which means DMT-Net is more robust to the
variation caused by differences of subjects.
F. Analysis of DMT-Net
In this section, we will conduct additional experiments to
verify the effectiveness of designed layers. The following
three baseline experiments are respectively conducted for this
purpose:
(1) Manifold representation vs. Euclidean representation.
For Euclidean representation, we take the similar net-
work structure with DMT-Net. The network in Euclidean
space contains two 1d-convolutional layers and one
GRU layer, where raw features of joint locations (rather
than covariance features) are input into the network.
(2) DMT-Net vs. DMT-Net without SPD recursive layer.
To verify the effectiveness of SPD recursive layer, we
construct a network by removing SPD recursive layer
from DMT-Net. The sizes of SPD filters in the two
convolutional layers are set as same as DMT-Net, which
are 8× 1× 6× 6 and 16× 8× 3× 3 respectively.
(3) DMT-Net vs. DMT-Net without SPD convolutional
layer. We remove the two SPD convolutional layers from
DMT-Net so that the resulting network contains one SPD
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recursive layer. The size of the hidden state in SPD
recursive layer is 20×20.
We evaluate these networks on HDM05 dataset with its
protocol #1. The results are shown in Table IV. From the
results we can have the following observations:
(i) Convolutional filtering plays a crucial role in the perfor-
mance promotion like the standard CNN in Euclidean
space. In manifold space composed of covariance ma-
trices, the local convolution filtering should more extract
some bundling features co-occurred for certain task.
(ii) The SPD recursive layer can further improve the per-
formance due to the introduction of sequence dynamics.
According to the performances of DMT-Net vs DMT-
Net without SPD recursive layer, the accuracy of DMT-
Net is almost 9 percent higher than the network without
recursive layer.
(iii) The Euclidean representation deteriorate the perfor-
mance compared to manifold representation. The pos-
sible reason should be the relationship dependency is
more important and robust than raw features in the
representation of specific body skeleton data ( even
extended into dynamic graph data).
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a novel framework named DMT-
Net to model the spatio-temporal dynamic sequences. We
segmented the entire sequence into several clips, each of which
is described with one SPD matrix. Since SPD matrices are
embedded on Riemannian manifold, we specifically designed
a series of novel layers to guarantee matrix transformations
still flow on manifolds. The constructed layers contain SPD
convolutional, non-linear activation, SPD recursive and the di-
agonalizing layer. All these layers do not need SVD operation
which has high-expensive computation cost. The whole design
is generic for the representation learning of manifolds, thus has
a constructive value to deep learning and manifold learning.
We all conducted experiments on the task of skeleton-based ac-
tion recognition, and achieved the state-of-the-art performance
under the same experimental environments. In our future work,
we will explore more applications for our proposed network
framework.
APPENDIX A
PRELIMINARY
Theorem 4. Given an SPD matrix X ∈ RD×D. Let W ∈
RK×K be a convolutional kernel, then the convolutional
operation is defined as
Oi,j =
K−1∑
p=0
K−1∑
q=0
Wp,qXi+p,j+q, (12)
where O ∈ R(D−K+1)×(D−K+1) is the filtering output. If the
convolutional kernel W is SPD, then the output map O is
also SPD.
Proof. As W is SPD, it can be decomposed into:
W = HHT , (13)
where H = [h1,h2, · · · ,hK ] is a matrix of full rank. Then
the convolutional result of an SPD representation matrix X ∈
RD×D can be written as
O = X ∗W = X ∗ (HHT ) (14)
= X ∗ (h1hT1 ) + · · ·+X ∗ (hKhTK) (15)
= X ∗ h1 ∗ hT1 + · · ·+X ∗ hK ∗ hTK , (16)
where the derivation from Eqn. (15) to Eqn. (16) uses
the property of separable convolution. Suppose that hi =
[n1, n2, · · · , nD]T , i = [1, 2, · · · , D], the convolution be-
tween X and hi can be written as:
X ∗ hi = GhiX, X ∗ hTi = XGThi ,
where Ghi ∈ R(N−D+1)×N and
Ghi =

n1, n2, · · · , nD, 0, 0, 0, · · · , 0
0, n1, n2, · · · , nD, 0, 0, · · · , 0
0, 0, n1, n2, · · · , nD, 0, · · · , 0
· · ·
0, 0, · · · , 0, n1, n2, · · · , nD
 . (17)
Then we get the following equations:
X ∗ hi ∗ hTi = GhiXGThi , (18)
and
O = X ∗H = Gh1XGTh1 + · · ·+GhDXGThD . (19)
As the rank of Ghi equals N −D + 1, GhiXGThi is also an
SPD matrix. Thus ∀ z ∈ RN , z 6= 0, we have
zTOz =
D∑
i=1
zTGhiXG
T
hiz > 0. (20)
So O is an SPD matrix.
APPENDIX B
PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Proof. The m-th channel of F can be written as:
F(m) =
C∑
c=1
X(c) ∗W(m,c), (21)
where X(c) denotes the c-th channel of input descriptor,
apparently X(c) and W(m,c) are SPD matrices. According to
Theorem 4, F(m) is an SPD matrix. So F is also an multi-
channel SPD matrix.
APPENDIX C
PROOF OF THEOREM 2
Proof. We take exp(·) as an example. Let X = [Xij ]D×D
denote an SPD matrix, then the element-wise activation result
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can be denoted as:
exp(X) =

eX11 , eX12 , · · · , eX1D
eX21 , eX22 , · · · , eX2D
· · ·
eXD1 , eXD2 , · · · , eXDD
 , (22)
=

∑∞
i=0
Xi11
i! ,
∑∞
i=0
Xi12
i! , · · · ,
∑∞
i=0
Xi1D
i!∑∞
i=0
Xi21
i! ,
∑∞
i=0
Xi22
i! , · · · ,
∑∞
i=0
Xi2D
i!· · ·∑∞
i=0
XiD1
i! ,
∑∞
i=0
XiD2
i! , · · · ,
∑∞
i=0
XiDD
i!
 , (23)
= 1+X+
1
2
X ◦X+ 1
3!
X ◦X ◦X+ · · · , (24)
where ◦ means Hadamard product of two matrices. According
to the Schur product theorem, X ◦X · · ·X is an SPD matrix.
So exp(X), which equals the summation of multiple positive
definite matrices and semi-positive definite matrices, is an SPD
matrix. Similarly, we can prove that
sinh(X) =
∞∑
i=0
X2i+1
(2i+ 1)!
(25)
and
cosh(X) =
∞∑
i=0
X2i
(2i)!
(26)
are also SPD matrices where Xi means element-wise power
here.
APPENDIX D
PROOF OF THEOREM 3
Proof. SPD recursive layer mainly contains three kinds of
operations which are bilinear projection with diagonal bias,
non-linear activation functions including exp(·) and sinh(·),
and Hadamard product. According to the definition of SPD,
Theorem 2 and Schur product theorem respectively, these three
operations can be easily proved to preserve symmetric positive
definiteness. Moreover, as exp(·) preserves symmetric positive
definiteness and ∀X, we have max(exp(X)) > 0, so σg(X)
also preserves symmetric positive definiteness.
Then we can prove Theorem 3 with mathematical induction.
When t = 1, the initial hidden state denoted as H0 is set to
be zero matrix. Then R1 can be rewritten as
R1 = σg(W
T
frF1Wfr + br +  ∗ I), (27)
Z1 = σg(W
T
fzF1Wfz + bz +  ∗ I), (28)
H˜1 = sinh(W
T
fhF1Wfh + bh +  ∗ I). (29)
As F1 is SPD, then apparently R1,Z1, H˜1 are all SPD. Thus
H1 = H˜1 is also SPD.
Then ∀t ∈ [2, · · · , T ], if Ht−1 is SPD, similar to the
situation of t = 1, we can also prove that Rt, Zt, H˜t and
Ht in Eqn. 3, 4, 5 and 6 are SPD. This is because all
the operations dealing with Ht−1 and Ft preserve symmetric
positive definiteness.
Thus, according to mathematical induction, the output states
of SPD recursive layer, i.e. Ht, t = 1, · · · , T , are SPD.
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